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Unless you‟re playing something like Zork (GREATEST game in the world BTW!), you will 

likely need to move images around the screen.  In this lesson we‟re going to work with simple 

2D images, normally called “sprites.”   

We‟re going to learn: 

1. About GUI screen coordinates 

2. How to add an image to your GUI 

3. How to move an image (sprite) around on the screen 

4. How to determine when a key has been pressed and which one was pressed 

In order to get there, we‟ll have to go back to our algebra class.  Yes, math is everywhere!   
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Take a look below … do you remember this from algebra 1? 

It is the Cartesian coordinate system represented in graph form. 

The horizontal (left-right) axis is the x-axis.  It increases to the right (is positive) and decreases 

to the left (is negative). 

The vertical (up-down) axis is the y-axis.  It increases going up (is positive) and decreases going 

down (is negative). 

Each point on the graph is represented as an “ordered pair” which simply means two numbers 

(pair), that are ordered (the first is the x-axis location; the second is the y-axis location). 

The origin (center or point at which the x-axis and y-axis cross) is at (0, 0). 
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It is not uncommon to work with only one section (quadrant) of the graph. 

Here is a picture of the lower-right quadrant … which we call quadrant IV (four). 
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So, what does this have to do with our GUI and sprites?  Glad you asked!   

 

Here is a picture of a bare-bone GUI … nothing on it yet. 
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What happens if we lay the graph of quadrant IV over the GUI? 

 

 
 

This is great!  It gives us a way of identifying and locating points on the screen! 

We‟re putting the origin of the graph in the top-left part of the GUI screen. 

The x-axis runs to the right. 

The y-axis runs down. 
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There is only one little change we need to make … going downward with the normal graph 

means y is negative or gets smaller.   

It‟s kind of a pain to work with negative numbers all the time, so what they did was say “when 

we‟re messing with the GUI, let‟s just say the y values get bigger as you go down.” 

So here is what we get… 

 

Instead of (2, -3) for example, we have (2, 3).  This will make our lives a bit simpler…we just 

have to remember this is not the normal graph we‟re used to working with in algebra. 

Now for the meat-and-potatoes…let‟s actually get something moving around the screen… 
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1. Create a new Windows Forms Application (GUI project). 

2. Change the text of the Form to SpriteMovementTest (in the properties panel). 

Next we want to get our sprite on the screen.  We will use a PictureBox control.  This is found in 

the Common Controls section of the Toolbox.   

The nice thing about a PictureBox is it can tell you some key information such as where it is on 

the screen and how big it is.  Not only that, you can easily change its position on the screen.  It is 

a great entry level sprite! 

Let‟s drag a PictureBox control onto the screen. 
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Time to load an image into our PictureBox control! 

1. Open the property panel for the PictureBox 

2. Select the Image property and click on the “chooser” icon to the far right. 

3. This opens the Select Resource dialog… 

a. Click the Import button in the bottom left 
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Select an image … make sure it isn‟t very big as we just want to move a small sprite around.   

If the image you select doesn‟t seem to fit well in the PictureBox, no worries, all is not lost! 

The one I selected is 350 x 350 which is rather large for these purposes.    The PictureBox 

can adjust the image to fit.  By the way, if your image fits perfectly, you can skip this… 

b. Change the SizeMode property of the PictureBox to Zoom. 

c. Notice my image is now centered in the PictureBox control. 

d. Also notice the PictureBox control is much wider than the image I selected. 

e. All I now need to do is adjust the sides of the PictureBox control to fit the image. 
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Remember the screen coordinate system?  Let‟s see how that works with a PictureBox. 

The PictureBox has a property named Location.  This holds the coordinate of the top-left corner 

of the control on the screen.  Remember the origin (0, 0) is in the top-left corner of the usable 

(light-grey) part of the screen.  Notice below that my image is at the location point (102, 96). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now click and drag the PictureBox control somewhere else on the screen…I moved it closer to 

the bottom-right of the screen.  Notice the new location point is (201, 190). 
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Okay, now we have an idea of how to tell where the sprite is on the screen.  The question is how 

do we move it around using code?  Easy-peasy! 

Because the location point of the sprite is provided in the Location property of the PictureBox, 

we can get at it in code.  Let‟s name our PictureBox object something useful like spritePixBox: 

1. Select the PictureBox control in the design view and open the properties panel. 

2. Change the (Name) property to spritePixBox. 

Let‟s have our sprite start in the top-left corner of the screen.  Rather than dragging it around in 

the design view, let‟s have our code do this. 

Since we want this to happen when our GUI starts up, we need to add this code in the 

constructor of our GUI.  This will be in the method of the GUI that has the same name as the 

GUI class: Form1.  Remember, the constructor is the method used to “bake the cookie”. 

Now for a bit of magic … please bear with me on this. 

If I want to refer to the x coordinate of my sprite‟s location I would do it like this: 

 

This is great but the problem is you can only read the coordinate, not directly set it.  To change 

the location of the sprite, you need to reset the entire location point property, not just one of the 

coordinates.  The Location property is represented as a Point in code.  So here is how you 

change the sprite‟s location: 

1. Create a temporary Point variable 

2. If you want to just move the sprite to a known absolute position: 

…just set the temporary Point variable‟s X and Y values to the new coordinates 

3. If you want to move the sprite relative to where it currently is at: 

…then copy the sprite‟s location point into the temporary Point variable 

…and update/adjust the temporary Point variable‟s X and Y values 

4. Copy the temporary Point variable back into the sprite‟s location point 

…this will reposition the sprite on the screen‟s coordinate system 

 

Run the code, your sprite should show up in the top-left corner of the GUI.  
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Sweet!  Next step – let‟s use the keyboard to move our sprite around. 

Your form (the GUI) can tell when a key is hit.  There will be an event generated every time a 

key goes down.  Actually there will be a unique event generated every time: 

1. A key is PRESSED (goes down then back up again) 

2. A key first goes DOWN (the start of being PRESSED) 

3. A key comes back UP (is released, the 2
nd

 part of being PRESSED) 

Nine times out of ten what we really care about is when the key first goes down.  Let‟s set up an 

event handler for any key going down.  Inside that event handler, we‟ll check which key was hit, 

and if it was one of the movement keys we‟ll move the sprite accordingly.   

A quick but important note about handling keyboard hits … the GUI control that currently has 

focus handles the event.  What the heck does that mean?  Have you noticed that if you hit the 

TAB key on a GUI with buttons and text entry boxes that the cursor and highlight moves from 

control to control?  When the cursor/highlight is on a control, that control is said to have focus.   

Handling keyboard hits gets messy if you have controls on the GUI that can get focus.  What we 

will need to do is make sure the basic GUI form is always notified that a key was hit.  To do this, 

all you need to do is set the KeyPreview property for the form to True.   Problem solved! 

Here we go…let‟s use A, S, W, D to move left, down, up and right respectively. 

1. In the design view select the form (main GUI window) 

2. Open the Properties panel…set the KeyPreview property to True 

3. Open the Events panel…double click on KeyDown…this will create the event handler 

and open the code window with the cursor inside the event handler 

4. Notice the 2nd of the two items inside the parenthesis of the event handler method line: 

 Its name is “e” and is a variable of type KeyEventArgs 

 

 

This “e” variable is information provided to the event handler; it holds all the key press information.  

You can tell which key was hit by checking e.KeyCode. 

Now lets add an if statement to check if the key pressed (e.KeyCode) is the A key (Keys.A).   

 

 

 

Inside the curly braces for the if we will add code to move the sprite to the left.  Not sure how to do 

this?  Well, read on! 
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Okay, to figure out how to do this, go back two pages and review the process to move a sprite 

using code.  It‟s at the bottom of page 11.  Cheap right?  Be quiet and go figure it out. 

 Done?  Good.  Really?  You‟re lying right?  Yup…do it…go back and review the process. 

Ready?  Okay… 
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Since we can‟t directly change the sprite‟s location point coordinates, we‟ll have to create a 

temporary Point variable, copy the sprite‟s current location into it, then modify the temporary 

Point coordinates based on what key was pressed. 

I‟ll do it for the A key…you get to do it for the rest.  Make sure you pay attention to the 

comments in this code!

 

Run your code.  Your image should start off in the very top-left corner of the GUI. 

Now hit the „A‟ key … your sprite should shift one pixel to the left.   Keep hitting „A‟ and watch 

your sprite slowly move off the screen! 

Add code to handle moving right, up and down.  Remember, we‟ll use: 

 „D‟ to move right 

 „S‟ to move down 

 „W‟ to move up 

Run it and experiment.  Notice that it is possible to move the sprite completely off the screen (it 

will disappear).  Is it completely gone?  Move it all the way off the screen and see if you can 

move it back. 

You should find that the sprite is still there, it has just moved off the visible portion of the GUI. 

Our next step will be how to manage the GUI screen bounds … the edges of the screen.  We‟ll 

learn how to keep the sprite completely on the GUI … not let it go past the edge at all as if it hits 

a wall at the edge.  We‟ll also learn how to make the sprite “wrap” around to the other side of the 

screen … go off the right side and reappear on the left for instance. 

 


